Strategies for Inclusive Teaching
Inclusive teaching is teaching that is designed to actively engage, include, and challenge all students.
Inclusive teachers welcome diverse perspectives and support all learners by creating a positive
classroom culture and climate where all students have the potential to share their experiences and be
successful. The strategies below highlight some of the key facets of inclusive teaching across the
disciplines.

Create an Inclusive, Open Learning Environment
• Get to know your students. Learn students’ preferred names and pronouns (please see the

University’s guidelines on students’ preferred names).

• Communicate with students clearly—starting on the first day of the semester—about what you

expect to happen in the classroom, including your expectations for respectful ways to interact, ask
questions, and participate. Set ground rules for respectful interaction in the classroom, such as
guidelines for contributing to a discussion and for responding to others’ ideas. Refer to classroom
ground rules to aid in facilitating respectful dialogue all semester long.

• Model openness to freedom of expression and the free exchange of ideas by engaging with all

student questions and comments. Help students understand that learning happens when we
grapple with new and challenging ideas through conversation and collaboration among disparate
points of view. Encourage students to “think out loud,” to ask questions, and to actively consider
perspectives that are different from their own.

• If a student’s words or actions are silencing or denigrating others, it’s critical to take action to

improve the learning environment for all. Silence is often read as an endorsement. In your response,
focus on the effect of a comment rather than the intention of the individual.

Include Diverse Content and Materials
• When you are preparing lectures, discussion questions, assignments, or exams, include language,

examples, socio-cultural contexts, and images that reflect human diversity.

• Be aware of how your professional training and background may have shaped the selection of

content and materials in your course. Provide opportunities for students to think critically about
how historical, literary, and/or art-historical canons have been defined over time.

Foster a Growth Mindset in Your Students
• Foster a “growth mindset” by conveying the idea that intelligence is not a reflection of fixed,

“natural” abilities, but can change and grow over time (Dweck, 2006).

• Communicate high standards for student learning and achievement in your course and express

confidence that every student can achieve these standards. Help students understand academic
failures as opportunities to grow and improve rather than evidence of their “natural” abilities or
inabilities.

• Create an environment in which it is okay to make mistakes and answer questions wrong, and where

faltering is recognized as a stage in the learning process.

• Be aware of and work to avoid occurances of “stereotype threat,” a phenomenon in which students’

awareness of negative stereotypes aligned with identity markers raise inhibiting doubts and
anxieties about their abilities to be successful. Reaffirm to students that identity factors (e.g. race,
gender) have no bearing on a student’s potential for success in the classroom.
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Strive for Equality of Access to Instruction and Assistance
• Encourage students to participant in structured support opportunities available within your course.

For example, encourage students to use resources such as supplemental help sessions, peer
mentors, and study guides.

• Keep in mind that all students will not be equally aware of—or equally comfortable in seeking

out—academic help and resources provided by the university (e.g. academic advisors, Disabilities
Resources, Student Health Services, the Writing Center). Help your students learn about academic
and non-academic assistance and resources that are available at the University by setting aside
time in class to talk about these resources early in the semester.

• Aim for transparency in assignment guidelines. Further, promote fairness and transparency by

articulating and sharing the criteria you will use to evaluate student work.

• When a student approaches you to let you know that they have a disability, affirm your

commitment to their success in the course and strive to make the interaction a positive one for the
student. If you are an AI, refer the student to the faculty instructor so that they can be in touch
with Disability Resources. The Disabilities Resources staff will then communicate with you and the
instructor regarding any required accommodations.
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